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SUMMARY
The present thesis discusses only problems concerning incompressible 
and inviscid fluids.
There are various techniques used to solve hydrodynamical problems in 
which conformai mapping plays an importemt part. In Chapter II two problem 
have been separately discussed. The first deals with an inviscid incompres 
fluid escaping in the form of a jet from an infinite chamber through a slit 
impinging normally on a wall. The second deals with the flow through a fin 
Borda mouthpiece. Here the inviscid incompressible fluid flows out of the 
reservoir through the mouthpiece to form a jet which is bounded by the free 
streamlines. These two problems were examined by C. A. Hachemeister and
H. C. Levy respectively in the Quarterly of Applied îîath«natics, Vol. 17, 
1959f pp. 299*50^ and Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics (ZAMP) II, 
i960, pp. 152-156. It is shown that from a mathematical standpoint Levy am 
Hachemeister were dealing with the same problem and consequently these two 
problems are included in one chapter. In Chapter III, the work has been 
extended by combining together the main physical features of the two problei 
of Chapter II. The new problem has then been solved by Jchwarz-Christoffel 
t rans format ions.
The transformation technique while mathematically very elegant suffers 
from a serious drawback for it is limited to a potential flow satisfying 
Laplace’s equation. Thus this method cannot be used to solve problems of 
compressible fluids.
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The hodograph technique not only solves the problems for Incompress11 
fluids but has In other connections been adapted to solve problems Involv: 
compressible fluids. The application of the hodograph method to Incompret 
ible flow In this thesis may serve as an Introduction to Its use in the ti 
ment of compressible flow.
In Chapter IV first Levy’s problem, discussed In Chapter II, has beer 
solved by hodograph methods. Then the Hachemeister problem has been solve 
In both these problems there Is a "notched hodograph" which requir es an 
extension of Mackle’s work published In Proc. Bdln. Math. 3oc. II, 1958, 
p. 107. The notch In both the problems gives rise to a singular- Integral 
equation. Since the same singular Integral equation Is obtained for both 
problems we confirm here also that these two problems are mathemat 1 cally 
Identical. The singular Integral equations have been solved analytically 
by an extension of method given by Mlkhlln (integral Equations by Mlkhlin, 
Ch. Ill, pp. 131) and verified by comparison with results of Chapter II.
In Chapter V, the problem discussed In Chapter III has been investigated 
by the hodograph method. There are now two "notches" Instead of one. Due 
to these two notches two simultaneous Integral equations etre obtained. An 
analytical solution for these equations has not so feur been found. The 
pattern of streamlines In this problem has some Interest.
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CHAPTBR I 
IHTRGDUGTIOH
Z^ rdrodyxsamlcs is the study of fluid in motion. A fluid is a continuous 
/jediun or one that can be treated as such. Actual fluids fall into two 
catep/>rie&, namely gases and liquids. A gas will untimately fill any closed 
space to idilch it has access and is therefore classified as a (highly) ccm- 
p/essible fluid. All known liquids are to seme extent compressible. For 
'/X)8t purposes, it is, however, sufficient to regard liquids as incompressible 
fluids.
It ;ls we)l known that in a two dimensional irrotational motion of an
incompre islbli^  fluid there exist a potential function and a stream function
ŸO The/e two can be combined together to give the complex potential w. w is
an anaiytic function of z, and defined by f(z). By an analytic function
f(s) we generally mean that f(s) is one-valued and satisfies the so-called
Cauchy Riemann equatiox^e
ïf u and V are the velocity components In the direction of x and y axis
of ST,:h a motion, then these are given by
\JU ^ >'x- v y
It is a sixople matter show that ^  and ^  satisfy Laplace’s equation and 
that o
- 2 “
or in polar coordinates q, Q^  ■* °
It la usually preferable to solve hydrodynamical problems directly in the 
physical plane, that is to say in the plane of x and y. But there are 
problems, particularly those involving "free streamlines" on which the 
pressure ««d consequently the velocity remain constant, which cannot be 
easily tackled in the physical plane. In the first place the chaps of these 
streamlines cannot be predetermined and the fact that the boundary condition 
on them is non-linear makes the problem more complicated. This difficulty is 
experienced especially with problems involving jets and wakes. These problems 
are sometimes easily solved in the hodograph plane where the boucdary^value 
problem can be formulated end where the boundary conditions are linear.
The application of the hodograph method to problems It fluid dynamics 
dates back to the time of Helmholtz esd Xirchoff. The imderlylng pr^ rxciple 
is slxopleo We change the Independent variable of the governing differential 
equation to q and 0 idiere q is the velocity and B is the angle that the 
velocity vector makes with the positive direction of x-axis. Thus the 
physical plane is transformed into the plane of q and 6 where, if u and v are 
the cartesian components of the velocity vector, then u q cos Ô and 
V q Bin This (qjR } plane is known as the hodograph plane.
There are various techniques used to solve hydrcdynomical problems iJQ 
which conformai mapping plays an Impozrtant part. If the solution for w in
(say) t-plane is known and if the conformsil transformation from t-pXane to 
z-plane is known then the eolution for v in the z-plane can be immediately 
obtained. Sometimes v passes thi*ough a series of transformations before 
it can be expressed in terms of s. Fortunately, if the boundaries are
straight, the application of these traz&sformations can be found by a 
single basic theorem viz. the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping theorem. In 
Chapter II two problems have been separately discussed. The first problem 
deals with an inviscid incompressible fluid escaping in the form of a jet 
through a slit of an Infinite chamber and impinging normally on a wall, 
the side of the chamber being kept parallel to the wall. The second 
problem desla with the flow through a finite Borda mouthpiece. Here the 
inviscid incompressible fluid flows out of the reservoir through the xcouth- 
piece to form & jet which is bounded by the free streamlines. These two 
problems were published by Co A. Hachemeister CD959) Ho C. Levy (I196O) 
respectively in the Quarterly of Applied BSatbematlcs, Vol. 17, 1959, 
pPo 299-5^, and feimal of Applied Mathematics and Physics (ZAHOP) II, 
ppo 152-156, I96O0 It is shown that from a mathematical standpoint Levy 
smi Hachemeister were dealing with the same problem and consequently these 
two problems are included in one chapter. Dsth these problems have been 
solved by Schwarz-Christoffel-trana formations « In Chapter III the work 
has been extended by combining together the main features of the two 
problems of (3%apter II. The new problem is solved by Schwarz-^  Qiristoffel 
transformations o The solution is then analysed to show that if the neck
Is withdrawn the solution reduces to Levy” 3 solution and if the wall is 
withdrawn, it reduces to Hachemeister” s. This is done as a check to verify 
that the new solution is correct.
The transformation technique while mathematically very elegant suffers 
from a serious drawback for it is limited to potential flow satisf^d.ng 
Laplace’s equation. Thus this method cannot be used to solve problems 
of compressible fluids.
The hodograph technique not only solves the problems of incompressible 
fluids but may also in certain coses be adapted to solve the problems of 
compressible fluids and so an application of the hodograph method to 
incompressible flow serves as an easy and natural introduction to its use 
in the treatsEisnt of compressible flow.
The present thesis discusses only problems concerning incompressible 
and inviscid fluids.
It will be shmm that the problems for incompressible flow can be 
solved directly in the hodograph plane. The mathematics used in applying 
this method will be seen to be quite strai^tforward ccmpared to that of 
Schwarz-Qiristoffelc
Macki© (1958, Proc. Bdia. Hkith. Soco II, DOT) has solved a ms^b&r of 
basic problems of incompressible flow directly In the hodograph plane. He 
has shown how different techniques can b© employed for different boiimdary- 
value problems in the hodograph plane. In one of these problems he comes 
across an intégré equation giving thereby an indication that we may have
^  ^  «
to deal with integral équations to solve some of the boundary-value problems 
in the hodograph plane.
In Chapter IV, in the first place Levy’s problem discussed in Chapter IX 
has been solved by means of Integral equations. Then the Hachemeister pro­
blem is solved. In both these problems we come across a "notched hodograph" 
which is an extension of Mackie’s work. Mackie, in his paper referred to 
above has worked only with simple hodographs. In the problems discussed 
in this thesis we have two points on one streamline (one point being at 
infinity) in the physical plane where the velocity of the fluid is zero.
Hence in between these two points we must have a point where the fluid 
attains a imzdLmum velocity, f^hen these point© are plotted in the hodograph 
plcme we obtain a "notched-hodograph". % e  "notch" in both the problems 
gives rise to a singular integral equation. Since we obtain the same 
singular integral equation for both the problems we confirm here also that 
these two problems arc mathematically identicdo l%ese two singular inte­
gral equations have been solved analytically by an extension of method 
given by Mkhlin (Integral Eqmtioms by Mdkhlia, Ch. IH, pp. 131 ) susd 
verified by ccisrparisen with the results of Qmpter II.
In Chapter 7 , the problems discussed in Chapter II have been solved 
a^\in by a hodograph method. Here we get two "notches" instead of one 
obtained in each of the previous examples. Due to these two notches we 
obtain two simultaneous integral equations. M  analytical solution for 
those equations has not so far been obtained. The pattern of streamline© 
in this problen has seme interest.
ïn wîiat fo.Hcws, the hodograph Ejsthod applied to the problem© discussed 
above brings into play the theory of singular Integral Equatic®© end is a 
natural extension of the ideas put forward by mekle in his paper published 
in 1958a
OB.
CHAPTER II
The method for finding the complex potenticü. for problems of the type 
in which the fixed boundaries are rectilinear and the other boundaries are 
streamlines was first found by Helmholtz and Kirchhoff• This method comes 
from the facts that the direction of the velocity is constant on fixed 
boundaries and that the magnitude of the velocity is constant on free stream­
lines. In order to find the relationship between w and z Kirchhoff intro­
duced the inteimedlate function G which is equa]. to U ^  where Ü is the 
iralue of the velocity at infinity.
dut -  5 %  ' ^
where 0 is the inclination of g to the x-axls. As Q is constant on a fired 
boundary and q is constant on a free streamline the femction H  « log G is 
introduced so that when the boundaries are transformed from the z-plane to 
the Ü-plane they are all straight lines.
_ f l _  -  L o g S u  -  -V LG.
The figure obtained in the Xl-plane is rectangular.
The second transformation is from the z-plane to the w-plane. Since 
w " $ + if, the figure on the v-plane is also rectangular. By means of the 
theorem of Schwarz and Christoff el it is possible to transform the rect­
angular figures in the A- and w-planes into the real axis of a fourth plane, 
called the t-plane. As corresponding points in the Û- iand w-planes are 
transformed into the same point on the t-plane, it is possible to find the
Brelatlonahlpo between w and t and û and t* The elimination of t gives the 
relationsblp between w and £• In the problems dlocnssed In this chapter^ 
it is found convenient to go into one more transformation^ i,Co fromy^«plane 
to^p-plane by choosing a suitable relation between t and p* Hence in 
addition to a relation between w and t euad Û  and t a rcljRticr. between w and 
p and XI and p has also been obtained^ The elimination of p then gives the 
cCTplex potentialo 
m O R B ! OF SCmTARS AHD CHRISTOFF
The theorem states that any poljfgon in the z-plane can be transformed 
into the real, axis of the t^plane© Points which are inside the polygon are 
transforxGed into the upper half of the t«plane*
1 1
Biplane 
The transformation is
cLx. j r ' f - j
t-’plane
Ÿ-'
Q -  ^ 3) ......
where t ® -5 im, Oif c^p 000 oo« are the intentai angles of the 
polygon and £ip oeo oco are the points on the i«axls which 
correspond to the comers of the polygon^ K is a constant which may be 
ccmplexo
¥
If one of the values of Is infinitethe factor corresponding to 
it is omitted from the equation of transformation and the angle does not 
appearo
In hydrodynamical applications we shall be concerned only with simple 
polygons generally extending to infinity» Three of the numbers and
f-3 may be chosen arbitrarily to correspond to three of the vertices of a 
given polygon^ the remainder must then be arranged so as to make the polygon 
of the right shape»
(a) Jet through a slit impinging on a wall
The flow out of a slit is a classical problem but the flow out of a 
slit against a wall which has a physical interest in connection wi.th 
Hovercraft was examined by Levy (196©). It differs from the usual kind of 
problems as we shall see in having two stagnation points on one streamline » 
An inviscid ineonqpressible fluid is confined in an infinite chamber 
whose side is parallel to the wall distance h away» The charaber side has 
a slit of width d through which the fluid escapes (Figure 1 )»
FIGURE I
The phyalcal planei with axis of eymastiy OA^ chamber side DS^ jet bcnodary
wall ABo
The solution is carried tbrou^ by mapping the flow region in the plane 
of the complex velocity potential w azsd in the plane of the Helmholtz 
potential^ ü  cm an appropriate r^ tgion of the plane of the auxiliary/' complex 
variable t.
Solution in details:
We nr ed consider only the hoJf of the flow field in x k 0 by symmetry »
FIfWRE 2
%
*-*i
l u near B
Since the velocity is in tho direction in which the velocity potential ($ ) 
increases the value of 4» at S is =« and at C and B is -M». DC is the free 
streamline ^  ^ U H where H is the height of C above and along the stream- 
line CABf \|r « 0»
The transfonnatlon v « ^  •»> ii|r le now applied to the figinre in the z«plane*
E
v-plane 
FIGURE 3
The second transformation H » log ^  + i6 is now applied to the figure in 
the z-plane.
From S to D the value of 0 is constant at 9 « • ic while the value of 
q goes from zero at B to U at D.
WrcttL 0 to A the value of 0 is constant at 9 « - x/2 while the value of
q increases from q « 0 at 0 and then decreases and again becomes q « 0 at Ac
Since q m 0 both at 0 and A we must have a point X on QA which is a i^int
of maxImoA speed» Let q « q* at X«
Ft*om A to B the value of 9 is constant» 9 « 0» 'tdiile the value of q 
goes from q « 0 at A to q « U at B»
12 -
%
il*plane
figure 4
In the napping of the v- and A-planee onto the t-plane» the points 
D» (EjO)» X and A are made to correspond to t « -1» 0» 1» u and \ 
respectively» where and X are still to be determined.
t»plane 
FIGURE 3
It will be convenient to introduce one more transformation» from the 
t-plane to a p-plane» by the substitution» t « (i + t) ^ »
i.e,
When
O  > Ip = o
t=. % ) Ip - 1
C - J  1  CD
Sence. when
O'
Similarly, r^en
4:
when
ao follcwo;=Hence the s of the
6
therefore hy the theorem of SeWarg and Chriotoffcl^ oiace the at
W  and BC in the ir«plane are zcro^ the relation between w end t is
d J c
\
oo e - &*1.
:2oOi)
[2.02)
At As t >1^ w io real5
«‘'e 3 io real if a is realo 
At Bs t w w s U H i
o • e s Of and DH « g* u  i.e. a « ^a w
SB ®  log **
since t a
(2.05)
& e  relationship between Ù. and t by the theorem of Schuars and Christoff el
oinee the angles at (B,C), B, (2,©)^ A and X are ^  ^ » Of 0 and Sf# is
i f i :  —  V  ^  ’ L  1
Since»
®05f« A A _  A A  Jlfc 
c U p  -  o C t "  ' a s
[2.04)
[2.<^ :
»5v>  I
Hence» mibstitntlBg the vmlMea of t a*sd ia ~  we obtain by partial 
fractions
.'. iL —
ros.
V o a f ï p m . p.07)
where 7 io a constant of integration.
(2.08)
To evaluate 7» K» Ri and X we proceed as follows: 
At B» Op H m Op |p| is^Pinite 
. . 7 "B 0*
Hence from (2.08) we obtain
How» at D; 3
\ \S- ^  V
(2.09)
(2.10)
•• l6 •
at
L
_ I K  V H
.\ from (2.09)
i.e.
'^1 -
K
% L . - r (2.11)
Hence from (2.10) and (2.11),
K(
Again, dividing (2.11) ty (2.12)
\
But,
i.e.
^ 3 xr XX
Suîbatituting the value of X in (2.13) we obtain
H -
Hence at X, - s  c.^ V*
Again from (2.11) and (2.12) and (2.iL •=. -  
1'"' X L  —  -
(2.12)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
0 I -XL ^
Hence traei (2.17)#
L o g s . ^  - W  - V ^ L o g
whldh gives,
-  y Q -V \ -s o
Since \ , vriting %z obtain
= o  (2.18)
Solving the quadratic, ve get
f i m \ r ü L s â ; > 4 -
Again from (2.18) (^ X ^ >  - i.
which gives, ^
Substituting the value of p from (2.19)# we get
at 0, E and A, 0^ « 0 since q - 0 at these points. 
But#«dt
at
• î8 «•
d. . r  r ,  rHence when » 0, y  %  ^  (2.21 )
L80, when p l8 either 1^ or 1%  we obtain from (2.20)
L.H.So • RoH.S. if we consider the negative sign. 
Hence near 0 and E,
Again, when p w c  , as before we obtain from (2.20)ciî-v -
L.H.S. « R.H.S. if we consider the positive sign. 
Thus near A,
Since V » ^  log (p^ - 1), the two values of v will be equal if the 
compression under the radical eign in (2.23) and (2.22) vanishes and this 
will be the point X.
Hence at X,
(2.24)
But, at X, O' «A.§ since 0 » ~ a/2,
19
Solving (2.24) we obtain
The second value is Inadmissible, since g <  1«
Hence.
U
Let q « q* at X.
U
Again, since w « ”  log (p^ - 1 ), we obtain from (2.
[2.25
i.e.
+ Real quantity {4
R.HoS. should have a varying imaginary part giving i|r on 0 » k/2 as we
cross the jet from X to Qo This is possible if the expression under the 
radical sign in (2.26) is negative
,26)
i.e. if AC \ -  < ©
\i.e. if " y  /  ©-S'-
Conpuring vith (2.25 ) ve find that this is true on the line 6 m -  «/z ae ve 
cross the Jet from X to Q.
a u  20 * *
Let Ÿ " 4(q) eaqpress the variation of the stream function with speed 
q along the line on which 0 « * sc/2 (shown hy a dotted curve In figure 2)* 
Hence ftcm (2.26)» ^ %  v ^
(2.27)
How» we have to fix the sign of the square root of the negative quantity
I.e. we have to see if the square root Is +lcc or -ICK where
0( =. o
Looking hack to figure 2» we find that at Q» q • U and 6 » - x/2. Hence
0 " « lo
Consider a point Q’ very near to Q.
At Q*, 0® ® 1 (1 - e) where c is real > 0.
Considering the flow near A» we obtain from (2.23)
A
Hence» near Q®
+o-<f
2 Î -
Considering the square root of the negative quantity as lo® where o' « g » 
we obtain» at Q®
Hence at Q®
\ U  -r. \i U  “ ■ ^  j ^  ~  \ - © < S
i.e. ‘ÿ* < U H» which is true as we cross the jet from Q to X.
This establishes that we must consider the square root of the negative 
quantity as <0* ia if we consider the expression of w near A. Similarly» it 
can be shown that if we consider the expression of w near S» then the choice 
of the square root of the negative quantity will be • io.
.% from (2.27)
that ^
22
The curve on which ÿ  " 4(q) has been shown in the physical plane by the 
dotted line XQ and is such that it crosses all the stream lines on d » • w/2# 
in the hodograph plane.
that '=. U W U O A )80
When q " U» M • 1
Whan q - q*, !,(*») - 0 since i(q*) - 0 (surd is real)
Hence, I<1) - 1, I>(M») - 0 (2.)1)
■li» % •»Again» from (2.25) ^  which gives
-  f U.M* J (8.32)
Substituting the value of k in the expression for L(N) we obtain a second 
form of L(N) as
(2.33)
Differentiating vitb respect to N ve ohtaln
cUA - TC\»/\0,+M^JslW=-
We shall have need to refer to the value of this derivative in later 
ohapters.
Plow throiigh a necked slit 
We Dm; illuetr&te another problem ®fhc GeRercJLised Borda" e iiieutli piece 
which is physically apparently quite different from the previous example 
although the solution may be carried through in the same way. Here the 
inviscid incompressible fluid is confi^ned in a semi-infinite reservoir 
which is bounded by the semi-infinite walls A®B®C® and ABC having a gap 
of width 2r between them. Two walls D®C® and IX? of length ®a* have been 
projected into this semi-infinite reservoir forming a neck round the ©ap 
through which liquid escapes» thus forming a jet bounded by the free 
streamlines and DB, I
- r 4 J ,
I
'^ 1 yÎTÔÜRE 7 
PHÏSICAL vijm
The jet contracts to the width 2or at S^E far from the mouthpiece 
where the speed of the fluid is uniform and of value U» (o being the 
coefficient of contractiono ) The total efflux from the reservoir is 
therefore ScrrUo The speed of the fluid along the free streamlines
24
and BE is U. Along the wet side and reservoir welLIb A’B®C®I)’ and ABCB 
the surface speed varies. It is zero at the comers C® and C and at 
the infinite points A® and A. At two places B® and B the surface speed 
has a maximum. This follows because B is between A and C where the 
surface speed is zero.
Solution;
Because of symmetry we need consider only one half of the flow field 
in X  k 0.
;
twrrr
z=plane 
FIGURE 8
The value of 0 at A and 0 is «<» and that at F and £ DE is the free 
streamline ijr » orU and OF is the streamline \jr « 0. The transformation 
w » ^  + iy is now applied to the figure in the s-plane.
- £5
H ' - O V u
v^plaae 
ROURB 9
The second transfomatlon &  # log ^  + 19 1* now applied to the figure is 
the s-plane.
Aran A to C the value of 0 is constant at while the value of q
goes q « 0 at A to q • q** at B and thon again falls to q •> 0 at C«
Ftcm C to D 9 is constant at 9 • *5 | lAile q goes from q « 0 to 
q ■ U at B»
Rpcm 0 to 7 9 is constant at 9 • • s/2 while q goes Arom q • 0 at 0 
to q • 0 at F«
tr
o
%
flpplan» 
nOOBB 10
IB tbB m-mptng Of the V  aod X1i>plaiMS onto ttao t-pluw the jotnto
26
7^are made to correspond to -1^  0, jr, ^ and +1 respectivelyDÿ Of
where ^  and gi are still to be determined.
-I %
FIirmE II
4t
■B
Bere also for convenience ve int roduce one more t ransformation from the 
t-plane to a p-plane, by the substitution^ t (ï ^ t) ^ and as before 
we get all the points of the t-plane la the first quaVrant of the p-plane, 
The mapping is as follows
at C» t «» X
«» *
since
at Bf t ffi
(from 2« /6) C
8ZSz5E*L
FÎQORB 12
-  21 •
The transformation from the t-plane to the p-plnne has been explained in 
details in the previous exmn^ ple.
If ve nov compare this problem vith that of Levy* s ve find that 
these two problems differ only in the pattern of streamlines and the 
boundary conditions. The streamline pattern has been shown in Figure 6. 
Applying the boundary conditions and proceeding exactly in the same way 
as in the previous example ve obtain in place of (2.17)
XL -  -  (2.35)
and in place of (2.29)#
y m h(q) being the curve on which 6 -s (shown by the dotted curve in 
Figure 8).
(2.56)
Let
So thatj
n  -= (Tnf U  0
- 28 *»
ft» (2.56), 1
V) I V " )  T x V  f (2.59)
Hence# from (2.58) and (2.59)
"=^ Û (2.40)
Also, in place of (2.52) ve obtain
'A. -  (^ $Ÿ (2.41)
Substituting the value of k in (2.37) ve obtain the second form of h(m )
as
Also# A - H  i . Ç  } (2.*;A W "  I
29 -
CHAPTER n i
FLCW THROÜCM A HECKBD SLIT D d H Q I W  OH A WALL
In Chapter H# ve have discussed two problems separately# namely
the flow throuc^ a slit inqpinging on a wall and a flow through a necked slit.
In this chapter# ve will coobine them together and then solve it as one
problem. The inviscid incompressible fluid is confined in a semi-infinite
reservoir which is bounded by sides P'R'S* and FRS parallel to a wall B*AB
distance h away. The ^uunber side has a slit of width 2r. Two walls
and BGF of length 'a* have been projected into this semi-infinite reservoir
forming a neck round the slit through which liquid escapes.Oi
'yfv ^s % F
 C,
II
E> A  'h
MOURE 1
Physical planei with axis of symnetry QA# chamber 
sidies F*8" and PS. Jet boundary D'C and 1X1.
The solution is carried through by mapping the flow region in the plane
of the complex velocity potential w and in the plane of Helmholtz potential
H # on an appropriate region of the plane of the auxiliary complex variable
-  30
t and p. Because of synmetry we need consider only the half of the flow 
field in X i
FIGURE 2 
z-plane
Since the velocity is in the direction in which the velocity potential 
) increases# the value of $ at C and B is *»« and at 0 and S it is -m.
DC is the free streamline y » crrU and along the streamline QAB \|r « 0.
The transfoxmation w « ^  + h|f is now applied to the figure in the z-plane 
(physical plane)c
P f t 'Vs
1 o
©
w-plane 
FIGURE 3
3ü
The second transformation ft •* log — + 10 Is now applied to the figure in 
the z-plane«
From S to F the value of 0 is constant at 0 » • « while the value of
a #"q increases from q » 0 at S to q «■ q at R and then decreases to q » 0 
at F.
Ffom F to D# 0 is constant at 0 « - ) ^  while q goes from q » 0 at 
P to q » U at Dc
From 0 to A the value of 0 Is constant at 0 « • n/2 while the value
of q first Increases from q » 0 at 0 to q q^ at X and then decreases to
q •* 0 at Ao
From A to B the value of 0 is constant at 0 " 0 while the value of q
goes from q » 0 at A to q « U at B.
u
F
A-plWM 
MOURE 4
The mapping of w and Û. planes into the t-planes, the points V,
R, (8,0), X end A correspond to -1, 0, X, in, +t, v and 6 respectively.
%-t o %  K  +» ^ ro p R  S o  ^  % A
1;-place* 
Pl(TURfi !i
—  vbenLet
; C■/ W I
k > 1 and k* < 1
The transformation of the t-plane to the p-plane hy this suhctltistlcn^ g^ 
already been dlscuaaed in Chapter II, The points B, C, D# P# S, 0, and k 
are napped Into the p-plane at point;» «, if», 0, j (< 1 )# 1# p'
respectively* I.e. all points In the t-plane are napped in the first
quadrant of the p-plane.
FIGURE 6
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Since the cuigles at (B,C) and (8,0) are zero, the relation of v and t 
by the theorem of Schvarz-Christoffel is
—  ^  (3.01)
Hence on Integration, Lj ^  t" M
Applying conditions at B and it is easily seen that ^  •> 0, 9%*!^tr
—  - W
The relationship between Û and t is
(3-051
since the angles at (B,C), D, P, R, (8,0), X and A in the û-plana are 
a/2, a/2, 0, 2*, 0, 2% and 0 respectively.
4- ^Since
ve obtain
_  dUb _      lAAiA-OUt' ^ - (F¥0^'
w 0
~ -
and, by partial fractions.
ê i S L
ciJp ^  0%. 0 - ^ 0 ^»IïRt4s.J
<■
s ^417S-Kr ^ + îsSJ(3.05)
whence.
V'
VhV'»>
X”0(X-
POC (3.06)
Ibere are six unknowns (y, ^  «i, V and 6). .Wp have to evaluate them.
At B, C: . Ç
_ n  "=. o ,  t  —
Hence, it can be easily proved that 7 « 0«
)
n K  ( H^  0 - ^ X '
(3.07)
where \4rX C<0 . w (.?*)
At D: XL 3S
55
from
3  Jt.
1
At 0, St X X ,
Applying these two conditions in , it io eausily seen that
(3.08)
and. À
Hence from and (3.10) ve obtain
n)
Substituting the values of Bp \jf> 11 ) in (3o07) ve obtain^XL -s, ■=’ ■^Le> 1,
i . 1 2 ]
'\ J  %
Allowing for the actual values taken by &  we can write this as
- )6 •
S X .  t î
We ncnr proceed to derive from this result the pertlcular case obtained 
in the previous chapter.
From (3.12),
A^ paln since,
r L  "=. ^ ^  - l o g
tL V -
l o Q  f ^
ve obtain
Hence substituting t in terms of p.
e
£ L .  \\ L.%\
(3.15)
trm (3.1*), CL'Z. -& ^
Substituting e from (3.13) and integrating z from D to F ve obtain
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f
A x .  "C 
3>
t .
I.e.
f - L « u
. , Q^ f /Ife».
*( ftHence on integration
X.
«a.cvC ( 'e 1 +%.? (3.17)
&
a <• 0 requires the upper limit of the integral to vanioh, i.e. ^  is /■
infinite. Axsd vben ^  is infinite, ve obtain from (3.1))
i i  ^  - L t r
vbieh verifies the solution of the first problem of Chapter H  (see 2.17)
IAgain, consider a point O in the p-plane. Here p > 1 and also
p>^(l.e. %%,p > 1) and p < ^ „  (i.e. W P  < O.
Hence from (3.12) ve obtain.
I.e.
I J
£ l (3 .18)
Hence, as before^
-  -
Since 0* is the origin and A is^, -i(h + ajjin the physical plane 
ve obtain on integration. i % . &
vben h R.H.8. should tend to infinity vhi<di means that^-> «
Hence, if 0, V*V*^ ^  O
< * = “ 1
i.e. the point A coincides with B and C.
Hence when Yl! ^  0, ve obtain from (g.t))
o.f. (2.35)
Hence it has been verified that if the nedt is withdrawn, the problem 
reduces to Levy’s and if the wall is withdrawn, it reduces to Bachemeister'o. 
this verification also establishes the correctness of the result of this 
new problem.
We can find out the complex potential v from (3.13) and (3.03) in 
the some way as has been obtained in Chapter IX. But since the form of 
p is very complicated in this case it is found desirable to close this 
dhapter at this stage.
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CHAPTER IV
JET THROUGH A SLIT IMPIRGIHG OH A WALL AND A FLOW 
THHOUHI A NECKED SLIT BY A HODCXSRAPH METHOD
1. Jet through a slit impinging on a wall
The physical and hodograph planes are shown in Figures 1 and 2. It 
is sufficient to consider only one half of the plane because of symmetry.
rr ir / 7 tt ; /■ /1 /v / 11 / ^rrv /
Physical plane 
flGORE 1
The flow is governed by the equation
/ /
Hodograph plane 
FIGURE 2
(4.01)
Our problem may formally be stated as the search of the solution of 
equation (4.01) subject to the boundary conditions for the portion ABCQ 
and AQDE. The boundary conditions in the hodograph plane are 'i|r » 0 on AB 
(B w 0), \)r» UHonED(R *-«) and t|f UH on DQC where Ü is the velocity
-  40
of the jet at Infinity downstream and H is the height of B above C and 
Ÿ  m 0 on OXA. {$ m • jf/2) ^  " A(q) on X% (B * - %/2).
We will first eonsider the portion ABOQ with the following boundary 
conditions imposed on it. > ^
That Ÿ  " 0 on B m 0
Ÿ  w UB, (ic/2 < B < 0) 'J— ^
Ÿ  - i(q) on B • - w/2 with i(q) • ( ’0, Ô 8 q < q*
(4.02)
^0, 0
\ h <i) q» < q <  Ü
q* being the velocity of the fluid at X.
In practice it is found convenient to obtain the solutiŒi into two 
parts which are siperiiaposed to give the final result. In the first part 
we find the solution for ifr « 0 on AB, ^  » 0 on AQ and >|r « UH on BQ and in 
the second part we find the solution for which « 0 on AB, \|r • 0 on BQ 
and Ÿ  " A(q) on AQ with i{q) « 0 on AX. These two boundary value problmns 
will be treated separately. We will call the ecdbined solution i.e
the value of ^  for the right hand side of the hodograph plane.
O
'Vr . = (*.03:
SdabloD for
We require to find a function y(q,B) which satisfies (4.01 ) and the 
following boundary conditions:-
— 4l •
(«) c. o
(t) Y - o
(e) vV-vj>rt
- X
The most general solution of (4.01 ) Is given hy
vy %  (4.04)
If it is to satisfy (a) and (h) then (4.04) must be of the form 
t(r » A q^sin nB.
But, i|r « 0 when B « - «/2 suggests that n must be an even integer. Let 
n m 2K.
PVCHènce, « A q sin 2\C.B 
Hence the most general solution of (4.01 ) satisfying (a) and (b) is
vy y  A *b (4.05)
Again condition (c) requires that y  « OH when q « U.
.*. U V ^  —  5 ” (4.06)
Hy the theory of Fourier sine series 
O
- r n<L
vlileh glvw, A  O  if K  1» evmn
ZT —  irtwa is odd
•  t e  -
Let ^  m 2n + 1 where n le an integer.
From ( * .05) V y  T s f e C l ^ )  S « .w (> V n V î^ e  (4.0T)
VL'S.o 
OO .
1... -  4 ^  Siw.(4A*-a'^ e
o o  . _ «n*v<a.
\ v y v . y ( w t , o ç " Z ; ^ i C " o )o
%.
(*-08)
Substituting this value in (4.07) we obtain,
s t f s a / u i e ?
(* .0 9 )
Solution for
In this problem we seek the solution of (4.01 ) with the following
boundary oonditions imposed upon it:- 
\y-=. O  . O Y V  © - = . 0
Ÿ%. O  , - 4.0
v V  X  % i )  o n . ©  z - Ï  «> ** —  S^  CîVtK^
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Finite Fourier Transfonns are used to transfom (4.01 ) with respect to B.
The resulting ordinary differential eqpmtion in q is solved hy finding the 
Oreen’s Function to give the transform of the uriKnoim function i|r(q,0)«
The reqjoired solution of (4.01 ) is finally obtained from the inverse 
transform. ^
Define, ^  (t.io)
so that S^yy«l.VL& (*11 )
Multiplying (4.01 ) hy sin 2nB and integrating with respect to 0 from 
B a - a/2 to B a 0 we obtain, ^
Bsttoe, we obtain the ordinary differential equation
whloh can he written in the form
4î>t> (*.12)
B w  required Oreen'e fuaetlco le the eolation 6 ^ ( q  4* ) of the équation
. . . .
- Vi -
#ilch (i) is finite at q « 0
(ii) assumes the value sero on q » U 
(iii) is eontlDQoas on q « q*
In (4.13), d(q - q*) is the Dirac Delta Function.
The most general solution of (4.13) t^diieh satisfies the condition (i) and
a t . A « 1  B ». OCOMM..
Ve nov choose A and B to fulfil (iii)*
This requires that
Also on integration of (4.13) from q » q' - 0 to q » q’ + 0, the continuity 
of G requires that
Hence from (4.14) and (4.16) we obtain 
Hence solving (4.17) and (4.16) we obtain
% - i%
~ 45 -
Substituting the values of A and B from (4«l8) in (4.14) ve obtain the 
required Green's function of (4.12) namely^
i^ c r^a r^-cfer]
If vs multiply (4.12) by 0(q,q') and (4.13) by v(q) and subtract» then 
on Integration with respect to q from q >• 0 to q « ve have after 
making use of boundary values of 0 and V
O
Thus on interchanging q and q' ve may obtain the required solutiw of (4.12) 
by evaluating the integral
e
Ve have readhed a stage vhere ve must specify i(q' ) more fully, ve have to 
consider the fidXavlng situations tor #(q' )
O  vhen ^
o  i T  **■“ ’
Also ve have the fhUowlng range of Integration:*
(.) O  < ' C  4 . 0  
(») O  <.<0*
(4.23)
— 45 *
So, from (4.21 ) and from (4.23) vhen q < q*
4c«0)^
and, vhen q > q* 
%
Since ve are not interested vhen q < qP, ve viXl consider the case vhen
q >  q*.
Hence from (4.11) and (4.23) ve obtain
-V.=-«>,-
It can be easily proved that the Infinite series in (4.26) are uniformly 
convergent. Hence changing the order of Integration and summation ve 
obtain from (4.26) .
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But
-  r  4^ , ' ^ ______________
L  ^  'V-2-<|3hÏ**C<»>^® +‘^‘^
SlxnllarXy, ^
-| (4.29)
substituting the values of (4.28) end (4.29) and vrltlng ^  
andf^v • ^  ve obtain
AqAn mince» Ÿ r  “ 1^' ^ if #» w t  j2»(j^ obtain
ffom (4.09) and (4.30)
I A ..............  r( . . %
But, "  6 #  W
-  48 -
Integrating by peirts and remembering that we are working in the fourth 
quadrant, ve obtain
(
^ ^ ‘^ n'^cO'as-vn'^ ,
\ k . . n  k .1^. .%k ^««9 /
V\
Hence substituting the values from (4.52) and (4.55) in (4.51 ) we get
We shall later need the partial derivative of this expression with 
respect to S.
Differentiating with respect to @ ve obtain^
% 0 ^^  is^ s&ÈSi .35
I
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We will now piroceed to work with the left half of the hodograph plane 
and chtaln similar expressions for ^  end its derivative.
Solution for the left half of the hodograph ÿlsae
Tar the left half of the hodograph tfane we have the following
(4.36)
boundary conditions:*
Ÿ  " UH on $ m ^  n
Ÿ  * on 6 " * w/2
and Ÿ  « ÜH when -ir < 0 < •w/2 ■
Here also it is found convenient to obtain the solution into two parts 
which are then superimposed to give the final result. In the first part 
we find a solution for wfaidh ifr •• 0 on IB, Ÿ  " %  and y  « ÜB on DQ.
Iq the second part we se^ a solution for which i(r • UH on IB, \|r « 0 on 
and Ÿ  m 0 on DQ.
These two boundary value problems will be treated separately. We 
will call the oodbined solution as i.e. the value of i{r for the left 
half of the hodograph ÿXaUe. ^
\s
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Solution of ^
Here the boundary conditlonB of ^  are as follows:- 
Ÿ  0 on 0 • - a
Ÿ  " S(q) on d m -  n/2 (4,58)
and i|f m UH vhen -n < d < - a/2 
But we have already solved the problem for which ÿ  satisfies the following 
conditions (see the solution of i.e. (4.02)) 
i|r m 0 on d m 0
Ÿ • 4(q) on d m -  a/2 (4.39)
and Ÿ  “ • a/2 < d < 0
If we replace d by -a - d in (4.39) we obtain (4.38). Thus, if ve replace 
d by «a - d in the solution of we will obtain the solution of K  
Hence from (4.34)
,.s
' ^ ■ = -  r\. ^ %
I vMiTf
SOLubioo of
K*-Sinas
L (C«K))
Here we have the following boundary ccnditions:- 
(i) ifrmUH on d m - a
(ii) Ÿ  m 0 on d m - a/2
(iii) i|r m 0 when q m ü (-a < d < -a/2)
- 5* ~
The most general solution satisfying (i) and (ii) is
v y  _  _  s-:vx.a-rv©
The Condition (iii) requires that ^  “ 0 %dien q •» Ü
-n-s T T
L P ’^ ' é ) —  ,2:_o--v\.u z:; LvT-ctvii:»
By the theory of Fdurier Sine Series ve obtain,
-  -  -y c y x .
Hence from (4.4l) ve get ^  i  ^  C#v.ane
But, it can be easily shown that
QlYL
' L ' i r L  L - ü )  s  i - n ï ' < \ 9 - ^
(4.41)
Hence,
(4.42)
Hence from (4.)T), (4.40) and (4.42) we cibtaln
^ . v W ’CioT.e
I ■ O \ "jr. a H  ^
'AV
52
Differentiating with respect to 0 ve obtain,
w o u w  7s)V> > ^ n \ c n 7 J B )
" i f  Q - W 4 y i +  ^  I f W C c c Q S w t
'>'V, , \4-vOtioQQ» __T-? -x..V>...oSrM4 TT
Y\*
At this stage we shall state that since tfr satisfies Laplace's equation, 
its partial derivatives laaai} be continuous across the line XQ in the 
hodograph plane and on this line we must have
'Oîë^ Je-.îj:“V.ve Je,.s («*)
The first integral on the right hand side of eadh of (4.33) and (4.44) 
is singular when d « • w/2. To avoid this singularity we will deform 
the contour of this integral into the complex plane before letting 
0 tend to - a/2. Then we will aske use of the result given by (4.43). 
tbaitofjiii, m V
X =  W '  V\4+'j.t?-n'’c t o i e + W l
we will first consider the expression
ivS
- 55
i
=  - ■ ^ \ ; x , + x ^ 3  “ •«>
X
-  y - ' - T T  T ^  ■
ïiral Ti.
-î.e  .
3 ; _  U.V.. C ~ . .•Srr=,‘^ '
First ve vill consider the integra %%e^® @ — IT ê-  -^v.
andbeaee,  ^ (4.47)
The singularity of 1% is a t « T ("VA where is real). Let us deform 
the contour by a semi^cireular indentation below the real axis vhen T 
approaches ^ f r o m  above. Thus the integral is regular on the new contour. 
This is quite clear if we lo6k at the drawing in the %^-plane.r
v f  I  . IÂ ---- '------- - 5
Since T « V^ on the real axis.
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C  çH L I •X \  — \  4" Jjr'îSif [MOldue of the Integral ftrom
denotes the Oeuohy Frlnolpal Value. The positive sign in the second 
term of the ri^ht hand side is due to the fact that ! here the sen^ of the 
contour is anti-clockwise and we multiply the value of the integral hy ^  
since the contour here is a semi-circle.
Row residue of
g
. j i ,.
—  ^  j ® * V\nhen ^
M/
Hence
Similarly# to find^ -f" ^  VjLvvs
(4.48)
we
âatom the contour hy means of a semi-circular indentation above the real
axis as ¥  approaOhas ^  ffcm below. The integral will now be regular on
this new contour. This vill be clear from the figure drawn in the 
I-plane.
• 55 -
.... f
« - » - 5
I
Xt =
tfrom B to C at ^  » T)
. pine# T * M  when 0 « • #/2.
The negative sigsi In the eeoood tern of the r W A  bond side of I# Is due 
to the ftet that hero the ecnfe of the oontour Is olodk-wloe. Proceeding 
in the seme way as was done for Xi wo find
n *
8lDM V «■? «0 the r#ml nla, #» etotala f M n  (4.46), (4.48) sad (4.49)
T  —  —1 "  —  (4.50)
Vn^
56
B w  applying (4*^ 5), we obtain from (4o55)# and (4.
6-3 ^ \
v l h ' j ^.$1
\This is a singular Integral equation^ the singularity being at H  " H  
since t\* < t\< II. The integral on the left is now to be interpreted
as the Cauchy Principal Value. To solve (4.51) we proceed as follows:
#  andLet
Substituting these values in (4.51) we obtain
Again writing
9
and
®iis is not a standard integral equation owing to an extra factor in the 
denoasinatar in L.H.S. But (4.55) can be brought into a standard integral 
equation (sometimes called the ^aerofoil equation' ) by the following 
device:-
Equation (4.55) can be written as
- 57 -
I ,.J\ A ia tor
or
(4.5*)
Let \-Hp^»LLttna "=. nf (4.55)
i.e.
When
\> -  \ > \J L  -  ^
Hence vhen p vmrieo from p* to 1 i.e. vhen p varies from a value less 
than 1 to *1, u varies from a value greater than 2 to 2, i.e. vhen p 
increasesj u decreases^ i.e. ^  must he negative.
Hence# ve must take _
w  _  u . - 4 « ^ 4  ? - —9:—
1... cU p _  (4.57)IP - ~
Also l#t, q(p) - 0(u) (4.58)
58 -
Substituting the values from (4,55)# (4.57) and (4.58) in (4.54) we 
obtain Of _ _L_
I  - T C F C Ï
"  s
J Vu-v 
1 . (4.59)
(4.60)
Let L g  "2. "X . Hence from (4.60) ve obtain
^  jUvL. -5.
V J L . - V (4.61
This is a singular Integral equation of the first kind. To solve this ve 
refer to Integral Equations by Mikhlin# p. 1)1, Chapter IH. To quote the 
result#
If. . f ^  < ^ Ç € )
R  (4.62
Where a and p are the beginning and end of the unclosed contour.
Ccogparing (4.6l) and (4.62) we obtain
t e M N -  _ >  — ( ji^ EESxili^  + — ;
S L  ^  (4.65)
since "V X
~ 59 -
64)
%r iWrIng cvibstitatioR. Sx — «% v* find
) ^ ‘—  Z j  (4.65)
and by the same oübatltution and remenbaring that the second integral in 
(4,64) has a singularity at u * r we find from Oanchy principal value#
(4.66)
Hence ftran (4.64), (4.65) nod (4.66) we <*tain,
a - V N  -  «1\3) (."srlk — C , L
i.e. rVLM - -
From (4o60)# we obtain
L.
and from (4.55) and (4.56) we obtain
A»GUA*- a.\
v T t c V ^ f
- 60 “*
Hence#
vfaere (say) « cwstaot
(4.67)
I... ék. _ -^ .r 'Sv«C\»w^-'^h-vt)*)vn^Kwj-*-'
d ) p  "  O j f  13 7 r ( \ ^  ‘
Hence on Integration#
u(V>\----   t " r , ---r v j  .
where la a constant of integration\[ü
Again, since, ( J ^ ' ^  "S. ©
L  u ' ^  ^  I
we find#
0 <, -s -= « X  , ^  O
— "
Hence since 0(, ^  ^  ^
This is how the constant is evaluated. Substituting the value of a 
a n d ^  In (4.69) we getLC» ^
- ^ W a .  \ r
and since p ■ # p» we obtain
(4.69)
Also,
cAjL
w T\ (4.70)
which agree with the result obtained by Scfavarz-Christoffel method.
Flow throu^ a neoiked slit
The physical and the hodograph planes are shown in Figures 5 and 4, 
Because of symmetry we consider only one half of the plane.
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77777777%
I
Physical plane Hodograph plane
FIOUHS 3 FKRRB 4
The physical plane has already been described in Chapter Ho 9%e 
boundary conditicm in the hodograph plane are ^ » 0 o n Q F ( 9 > « »  s/2)^
Ÿ  « @0 ABC (0 m • jj), Ÿ * (frU on CD (ô •* - 3«/8)/ Ÿ *
idiere U is the velocity of the jet at infinity^ ÿ  » h(q) on BQ 
(locus 0 m • ft)»
The distinct features of the streamlines in this problem are that 
tmliVft Levy’s problem^ all the streamlines do not cross the line BQ« 
Moreover, the streamlines which cross the line BQ (locus & » <• a), cross 
it tvicQo There is only one streamline which Just touches the line BQo 
Beyond this line, the other streamline neither touch nor cross the line 
BQ.
This prohlem though phyoleally different from that of Levy's has 
heen abovn already to have the same mathematical character. Hence ve 
will not solve this prohlem in details. We will show how to match the 
boundary conditions of this problem in the hodograph plane %rith Levy's 
and show that it must be derived from the same singular integreüL equation. 
The solutions may then be found directly from Levy's. We proceed to solve 
the problem as follows:"
FOr convenience^ let orU " where is a constant. The boundary 
conditions in the hodograph plane vill be now y  • on AB and
BC# ^  * 0 on QFt Ÿ  " h(q) on BQ. We will then take out from each of 
the boundary values. This is allowed since VC^is constant. We will 
denote the source and sink by a dot and a cross. In fact, the following 
three diagrams represent mathematically equivalent flows.
Figure 7 follows immediately from Figure 6. They differ only in the 
direction of flow of the fluid, since the source and sink in Figure 6 
have been interchanged in Figure 7.
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Again from Figure 7 we obtain
o
FIGURE 8FIGURE T
t -
FIGURE 9
Figure Ô is exactly Levy’s problem and has been solved previous 
Figure T differs from Figure 8 by Figure 9o But Figure 9 represents a 
flow between source and sink symmetrical in the hodograph plane; hence 
the normal derivative ^  is zero of the stream function on the dotted 
line (locus 0 » «> w) in Figure 9o So we vill get the same integral 
equation for this problem as has been obtained for Levy*
Thus, instead of (4o$1 ) by setting V\ (H) * ^ rU (1 we
obt€d.n in this casec ^
(4oT1)
The solution is carried out exactly in the same way as was done in the 
previous example and since we have set orU fî + L  where
Y \® q/U we find by applying boundary conditions on V \  at Q
-» 65 “
(where q « U) and at B (where q « q**) that H(l ) » H(t*) « 0, t* being 
equal to • These two values of H give a •'Y »» 0 in (4o68)o Hence 
from (4.68), instead of L(p) we obtain in this case
and since p « W* # P* • we obtain from (4.72)
Similarly, we obtain from (4.67)
• =  S Ü l  ^  - i f  J  ( ( 4 . 7 4 )
These two results also agree with those obtained by Schwarz»Cbriotoffel 
method.
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CHAFTBl V
Plow through a necked slit Impinging on a velIX by a hodograph method
As in Chapter III, ve combine the two problems of Chapter IV 
together and then solve the new problem by a hodograph method. For 
symmetry only one half of the plane will be conslderqgg#;a=%^
‘TTTTTTiTTTTvcvxwnTnxTvvTrvTrrnvrrn!^ ^^
A  0  3
Figure 1 
Physical Plane
Figure 2 
Hodograph Plane
The physical plane has already been described in Chapter IIIo The 
physical plane has been divided into three regions and these regions 
in the hodograph plane are marked by the letters I, II and IIIo 
The boundary conditions in the hodograph plane are >|f » 0 on
AX (d 8 = w/2) and AB (d « *=«) Ÿ  = K  (where ±b constant « UH)
on GRP (d e and PD (d e =» 5s/2), y « on MQC, DIQC being the
it
- 6? -
free streamline, ^ ^ b(q) on R1 (locuo d « -i?) and ^  ^ £(<l) on XQ 
(locus d m -  11/2)0
Considering the portion ABCQ in the hodograph plane, ve find that,
>|f •» 0 on d . <M 0
Ÿ C^q.) ©n d «» - v/2 such that&(q) « 0 on AX 
Ÿ  " K, ©a QC i^/2 < 9 < 0)0 
Hènce œtq?aring with (4.02) we obtain from (4.57)
being the value of y on the right hand side of the line AQo 
Differentiating with respect to d, wo get
i t J ^ * A n '  \ V « o g & - ^ V 4 r . »  4
For the portion AQI, we have the following boundary conditions : »
Ÿ  « h(q) on AI (d « ««) such that h(q) « Y^on AR 
Ÿ  «* Kp©« IQ C-Jt < d < °*/2)
Ÿ J#(q) on AQ such that ^ (q) « 0 on AX 
It is found convenient to obtain the solution in two parts which are then
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supering^oed to give the solution of the entire part. We will call 
these two parts as and ' and the combined solution as
h A T  O
X
t u
(5.«)
Solution for y P  '
Here, Ÿ  - 0 on d " - w
i|r « Vc -w < d < -it/2
and Ÿ  " ^(q) on d « o s/2 with A(q) « 0 on AX
Hence replacing d by « s • d in (4.37) ve obtain,
>\ C
—  a -► % .C
Tf
Solution for
Here, >|r • h(q) on d » -s with ^  " \<^  on AR
Ÿ  " 0 on d « - s/2
and \^»0 - s < d <  - s/2
Hence replacing d by d + s/2 in (4.33) and remembering that h(q) ^ 0 on
AR (q«q**) we obtain from (4.24), (4.27) and (4.33)
' V u r c s ^ '  
iv4 -isC'n*
wh erej^l^
But h(t^) « (1 + where H<1 ) - B(t*) « 0.
substituting the value of h( and integrating hy parts we obtain from (5.04]
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Bsnee from ().05)# ()#04) mod (g.Cg) we obtain 
Blfferentlmting with respect to d we get ^
r'dlL ^ ^ 3 " + M ! w a A « ^ t i ! «'îx.fet C v - ^ A a f > y ^ > *
TT ^'vv2n.n'«cc&+nV^
Vvf*
' C - T % & C g g W ^  07^t IT 3^ 1r2toCc*o26ArT^'t
Tor the portion OK* we taanre the following boundary condltions:- 
f m h(q) on 01 with h(q) « YCon <81 (6 « > «}
t - VC<» H) (9 - • x/2)
Ÿ • K.0O K  (•yt/i < 9  < -*)
It Is ootnrenieot to obtain the solution in three parts which are then 
superimposed to give the final result. Ve call the entire solution 
i.e. the solution of y  on the top of the line 01.
JQo  d ü
Thus
T
D.cC)
Replacing 0 b y " 0 ” 2sin(5.O5}we obtain
MJ\ T
L Ç  \(TL
Replacing 9 "by 0 + %i/2 in
V
f ve get
1
C3.ÎC)
Again replacing 0 by 0 -e* « In (4*09) we get
(YL
Hence from 9
•=x%^
and (5»'lO we obtain
\ K. C\ a, «5"^ I
15»12)
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Differentiating vith respect to 0 ve get
'v'Vt  dp 4 K .  r C < î ^ ^ i ^  ^•^ *2. TT V'W.tC*«usae vtv5 ^
î f i ^  W W : 1 & * 0 2 ] W ^  W y z A \ & n ^ n ! ^
/'^'Vo.\ —  w* obtain from (5»02)Since
Ü.
and (5.0T)
9 !/fir'jLi^ h ' b ^ '  ^ f W  t c W  „ \W(«Cw>aVy (Kh?..
Again since' n ^ \  -V 3 e
4)
ve obtain from ($#07)
and (5o13)
d U »
(5.15)
Xt is seen that lAen 0 « - n/2t the first integral in the rig# hand sides 
of (5#0B) end ($.07) is singnlar end when 0 • n   ^the third integral in 
the rig# hand side of ($.07) and the (same) first integral on the right 
hand side of (9e13) is singular. But it has been shown in Chapter IV 
how these integrals ere reduced to Oauchy Rrinoipal values (vide 4.$3,
• »  72 ™
4.$4 and 4.$$). Bènce the singular integrals given by ($*14) and ($#1$) 
are now to be interpreted as Cauchy Principal values#
Proceeding in the some way as in Chapter 1? these two singular 
integral eqjuaticns are reduced to#
ana Q. ^
where bi(u) and hg(u) ett, have been derived in the same way os in 
Chapter I?# Analytical methods of solution of these simultaneous integral 
equations have not yet been developed# but would provide the subject of 
further work in this field.
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